Starting today, siblings can get married.
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Hello, Im Yuuji.
It has been around a year since my last Oreimo book.

Anyway, I wish siblings could get married in the Oreimo world.

I think that if Kirino and Kyousuke got together they would probably be very happy.

So, This is a preparation for Kirino’s happy end in the final volume.
A story about the law, if it were actually like that.

It's sudden, but from now on.

And now for domestic news.

And that's what our correspondent from Maldives has to say.

Has been legalized

From now on!?

Marriage between siblings

Ignore the specifics for now

It was announced today by...
Just to make sure, the characters are based are based on Mudazumo.

"NAHH, DON'T SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF YOU GUYS!!"

TAIZOU, THE LEGENDARY NEET RECEIVED THIS NEWS ...

ARE... ARE MY EARS GOING BAD?

Hoom

Tissue

VICE PRESIDENT ASO TARO SAID IN A PRESS CONFERENCE

GROSS!!

WH- WHAT'S THIS SUDDENLY !?

Shaking

A... ARE YOU AN IDIOT!?

Shaking

YOU PERVERT SISCON!!

YOU'RE PROBABLY ABOUT TO TELL ME YOU WANT TO MARRY ME ...

I DIDN'T SAY ANYTHING!!
Why is my little sister so familiar with this?

**IF YOU JUST WRITE ONE THEY WON'T ACCEPT IT.**

**FOR EXAMPLE, ONE THING ABOUT MARRIAGE REGISTRATION FORMS!**

**THERE ARE LOTS OF THINGS YOU'RE NOT SUPPOSED TO DO.**

**BESIDES LET ME TELL YOU SOMETHING ABOUT MARRIAGE**

**YOU NEED THE SIGNATURE OF TWO WITNESSES.**

**TWO!!**

**ACTUALLY ...**

**NO WAY!!**

**THERE'S NO WAY TO FIND SOMEONE TO SIGN IT!!**

**IT'S COMMON KNOWLEDGE, OBVIOUSLY!!**

**WHY DO YOU KNOW SO MUCH ABOUT THIS?**
My little sister is acting suspiciously.

... WITH ANIKI.

TO GET MARRIED TO YOU WOULD BE ...

ANYWAY...

MARRIED...

MARRIED

MARRIED

MARRIED

HEAY... KIRINO

Duhuha

I... I'M NOT!!

UH, YES YOU ARE.

WHY ARE YOU DROOLING?
I hadn't noticed that.

Calm down, Kirino.

This is important, so I'll say it twice, to get married with you would be...

Anyway!!

First of all,

It's not like they mentioned "you and me" specifically.

The law only says "siblings" are allowed to get married.
An anticipating young man.

Hey

There's something for you from Mikagami.

Huh? From Mikagami?

Why did she hit me...?

MAIL DELIVERY!

To my dear Kyousuke-kun,

A letter?

...Actually, wait, when did he send this!!?

The day you can legally become one with KIrino-san has finally arrived. From the bottom of my heart, congratulations.

What is he talking about...?
A present from this young man.

Don't open that on your own.

It's probably nothing good anyway.

I'm going to throw away that envelope.

There's another paper here.

I've included a small present in the envelope.

P.S.

What is it...?

!!!

What is that...

Marriage registration.
THIS THING DOESN'T HAVE ANY LEGAL VALUE...

NO, NO, CALM DOWN.

WHAT DID THAT GUY PUT IN HERE?!

... HEY!!

Witnesses

Mikagami Kouki

IT'S JUST A PIECE OF PAPER.

IN THE FIRST PLACE, THE WITNESSES...

TWO WITNESSES ARE NEEDED...

BUT, TRUE

NO, NO, NO.

WHAT WERE THESE GUYS DOING?!

Miura Gennosuke
What she had dropped earlier was...

...!? Really, I'll just take this and...

WH... WHAT? S...

STOP !!!

AH ...

WELL...

I DON'T WANT THAT!!

DON'T YOU WANT TO TRADE THAT FOR THIS GAME?

IT JUST GOT DELIVERED, IT'S BRAND NEW!
Anyway, I want that.

I DON'T WANT THAT EITHER?

THEN, THIS RARE, LIMITED EDITION CARD!!

I DON'T WANT THAT.

NO... I'M TELLING YOU...

A LIMITED EDITION FIGURE!!

SHE SNAPPED!?

AH!! WHATEVER, JUST GIVE IT TO ME!!!

...WE'RE STRAYING FROM THE POINT.

YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW HOW MUCH THAT'S WORTH TO ME!!!
Foresight? Or rather, anticipation?

I kinda get what a glitch like you would do but...

Huh?

I won't let you!!

That's...

If you have it with you...

I won't be able to relax.

What's with this obsession with this paper we won't use anyway?

No I don't!?!

I bet you want to turn it in by yourself!!

No, I don't!!

Here!!

You want this, right?
Absolutely dense man.

But, being the kind person I am.

ID... IDIOT!!

That's not it!

Eh... Wait... It can't be that you want... with me...

It's... it's not like you know any girls who would do it with you!!

WHA-!!

I'll think about it.

If you want to get ma... me... If you want to do this!!

... no...

Do you?

I know a girl or two who would...

I... even I...
Starting today, siblings can get married.
I know that at this rate you'll be alone for the rest of your life.

See?

You get it now, right?

Don't call me pitiful!

For the sake of this pitiful brother of mine...

Just this one time I'll...

MA... MA...

...being the altruistic person I am, I will show sympathy.

There's no choice... just this one time I'll...

MA...
MARR-IEEEE

YOW ....!?

Are you alright?

I've already got enough to deal with...

Stop with these kinds of jokes.

...Really.
KII... RINO?

... 

EH...?

UWAH!! FALLING

THAT'S DANGEROUS!!!

HEY, LET GO.
WH...

YOU...

...WOULD YOU DO?

EH?
IF IT WASN'T A JOKE.

IF I MEANT EVERYTHING I SAID.

...!? WHAT... WOULD YOU DO?
...HEY

WHAT WOULD I...

IT'S SUDDEN, BUT FROM NOW ON SIBLINGS CAN GET MARRIED...

WAIT... YOUR FACE IS TOO CLOSE.

WHAT ARE YOU THINKING...?

KI... KIRINO!!

HOWEVER
Regarding the marriage-able age laws,

they are still the same.

18 years old minimum for males, 16 for females.

Take note of that!

... AH.
WHAT?

HEY...

ABOUT JUST NOW... WHAT PART WERE YOU... SERIOUS ABOUT?

JUST NOW?

THREW IT AWAY.

WHERE'S THE MARRIAGE REGISTRATION FORM?

NAH, NEVERMIND.
OH, IS THAT SO?

IT'S NOT LIKE IT HAS ANY USE YET.

WHAT WAS ALL OF THAT ABOUT ...

WELL, I'LL GO PLAY THE GAME I JUST GOT.

TIRING ...

IF YOU INTERFERE I'LL KILL YOU.

"YET"?

GOTCHA.

...?

STORTING TOBA V. SIBLINGS CAN GET MARRIED.

JUST ONE MORE YEAR ...

STARTING TODAY, SIBLINGS CAN GET MARRIED.
Starting today, siblings can get married.
THIS WAS OUR FIRST TIME SCANNING SOMETHING OURSELVES, WAS IT GOOD?

THANKS TO OVERALL FOR ANOTHER QUALITY PIECE OF FANWANK!
I HOPE SHE GETS HER HAPPY END, TOO.